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MANITOBA

BUILDING THE
FUTURE: A NEW
STANDARD
FOR MODERN
SCHOOL
CONSTRUCTION
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n the fall of 2013, Number TEN Architectural Group was brought on by
Louis Riel School Division and the Public Schools Finance Board to take the
lead in the design of École Sage Creek
School; Winnipeg’s newest school in
the heart of the city’s fastest growing
community. It is slated to be open for
students and faculty this fall.
École Sage Creek is a 7,148-square
metre, two-storey school that accommodates the learning needs for 600 students from Kindergarten up to Grade
8. The project scope also included a
74 child Early Childhood Learning Centre that was to be integrated into the
design of the school and a 2,000-square
foot Childhood Integration Space that
will accommodate 30 school-aged
children for before- and after-school
programming.
Although it is based on well-established architectural principles of education design, École Sage Creek is a fresh

school design concept for the city of
Winnipeg. Number TEN had designed
three similar, progressive schools for
Regina Public Schools and was able to
draw upon those experiences in the
design of the École Sage Creek project
while catering to the specific needs of
Louis Riel School Division.
École Sage Creek was delivered
through a collaborative and extensive Integrated Design process led by
Number TEN, with input from representatives from Louis Riel School Division, Manitoba Public Schools Finance
Board, and the Sage Creek community.
It was through this process that decisions were able to be made quickly and
efficiently, with an increased sense of
accountability as everyone collectively
worked through challenges.
“École Sage Creek was certainly one
of the more progressive education projects that we have been a part of and we
needed to ensure that the design was
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aligned with the goals of Louis Riel
School Division,” says Christina Legris,
Education & Recreation Studio Lead
at Number TEN Architectural Group.
“Number TEN worked very closely
with all stakeholders to establish a
benchmark in gauging a tolerance for
change so that when we got to the
point of actually designing the school,
everyone had already bought in and
was comfortable with what is a very
new education delivery system.”

A new way of learning
From the onset of this project, the
mandate of École Sage Creek and the
Louis Riel School Division has been to
create a new school design concept
that could be innovative and adaptable, and followed the very latest models of curriculum delivery. École Sage
Creek is a departure from what is considered to be a “traditional” school and
allows for an education system that is

ABOVE MAIN
One of the major challenges facing the
development was that, at only 5.44 acres in
size, the chosen site was small. This called for
the design of a two-storey building right from
the start.
LEFT INSET
The design was about helping create some
flexibility in the environment, where learning
can happen anywhere and not just sitting at a
desk in front of a teacher.
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Under construction!
The doors are scheduled to open to staff and
students this September, for the 2017-2018
school year.

both flexible and integrated; where the
space is designed to not only embrace
the curriculum but to also enhance it.
“The easiest thing that we could
have done was make a big rectangular
school with one long hallway, slap classrooms on the side and then be off to the
races,” says Duane Brothers, Superintendent of the Louis Riel School Division.
“We decided to go a different route and
set out to create a learning environment
in the building that would truly facilitate
modern, 21st century learning. This is
why I don’t refer to École Sage Creek as
a breakout school but rather as a breakwith school, in regards to tradition.”
In the development of École Sage
Creek, Number TEN challenged the
approach to school design that we
have all become accustomed to seeing.
The traditional school has been deconstructed and divided by age group into
five distinct nodes known as “Learning
Neighbourhoods.” These neighbourhoods are comprised of five to six
groupings of classrooms around a central common area; a shared instructional

space intended for use by the students
and teachers in that neighbourhood for
flexible instruction, group activities and
learning. These spaces have begun to
decentralize the traditional common
spaces found in schools, such as libraries
and media centres, in order to provide
teachers the ability to collaborate and
share resources more efficiently.
Each neighbourhood has one classroom that is equipped with a moveable
wall that allows classes to expand into
the common space and create a larger
gathering space. Each neighbourhood
also has individual washrooms, an art
sink, a comfortable lounge-like space,
and a flexible breakout space for small
group teaching and student resource
programs.
Each of the different neighbourhoods is identified by a different colour
theme that is based on plant life that is
indigenous to southern Manitoba and
is thematically tied to the landscape
design directly outside of the commons
space.
“Research demonstrates that when
we scale down a child’s environment it
allows them to have a stronger sense
of belonging and of community,” says
Legris. “We now better understand that
the different ways children learn and
the way they work together needs to
be reflected in their environment. So,
our design was really about helping create some flexibility in that environment,
where learning can happen anywhere
and not just sitting at a desk in front of
a teacher.”
As such, the design of École Sage
Creek plays freely with space and
openness to the community. The
school’s industrial arts area—or “makers space”—as an example, opens up to
the outdoors so that lessons can easily
incorporate the environment outside
the classroom.
The gymnasium was placed at the
front of the school and is visible to the
outside community through large floorto-ceiling windows that allow passersby to see inside when events are happening and provide a source of natural
lighting. In addition, the public will also
be able to enter the gym through a
dedicated entry while other parts of the
school are closed off.

“We purposely designed the gym
this way because we recognize that
the facilities will often be used after
school hours and on weekends by the
public,” says Brothers. “We really wanted
to find different ways to be able to dip
into Sage Creek and integrate ourselves within the community. So far, the
response has been extremely positive.”

Innovation in the design
École Sage Creek has integrated a
number of innovative features into its
design; some that were completely new
for a school of this type and others that
were simple tweaks to established building designs.
For the first time, Number TEN incorporated a DELTABEAM® Slim-Floor Structure system into the school. Whereas
columns would hold up beams which
would, in turn, support the joist in a
typical building design, Number TEN
felt that this would take up too much
space, inherently reduce the floor to ceiling ratio, and limit the amount of ceiling
space that École Sage Creek desired.
The DELTABEAM® system was
chosen as a replacement because of
its hollow-beam qualities, which provided a thin floor profile, permitting the
mechanical aspects of the design to run
freely and permitting for higher ceilings.
“It was a very interesting experience for us since we had never used a
DELTABEAM® system before,” says Legris.
“It turned out to be very beneficial for
us because it allowed us to keep the
building height down—which was costeffective—and let us keep nice high ceiling spaces in the classroom.”
As a way to protect Winnipeg’s
feathered friends, École Sage Creek uses
a custom-made bird deterrent glass
on all the major glazed portions of the
building. Research has indicated that
birds typically perceive the world within
2x4 inch proportions and, because of
this, the school’s windows incorporate a
2x4 subtle dot pattern that birds will be
better able to detect and avoid, hopefully mitigating window strikes.
École Sage Creek also incorporates
water cisterns throughout the crawl
spaces and heats the space by using
radiant floor heating through a geothermal loop. A section of this radiant
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Number TEN used the DELTABEAM® system on
this project, which allowed them to keep the
building height down and ceiling spaces high in the
classrooms. Photo courtesy of Peikko USA Inc.

floor heating system was exposed to the
students under an irregularly-shaped
glass cover in the main learning commons, known as the “Pond.” The Pond’s
glass allows the students to look down
and see, in part, how their building
functions.
“It’s a cool way for them to see how
we are taking heat from the earth and
using it to warm the school,” says Legris.
“In designing École Sage Creek, we really
wanted the students to be able to use
the ‘school as a teaching tool’ in order
to see examples of building science and
to also be more generally aware of their
environment.”

Challenges and solutions
One of the major challenges facing
the development of École Sage Creek
was that—at only 5.44 acres in size—the
chosen site was small; only about half
that of a typical school site. This limitation of ground-space helped determine
the eventual configuration of the building when accounting for parking, playgrounds and the other features needed
to make École Sage Creek and its accompanying daycare fully functional.
“We had initially explored the idea
of building a single-storey school and,
realistically, it was not feasible,” says
Legris. “The size of the site called for a
two-storey building right from the getgo, which ultimately had an impact on
the construction costs. That being said,
having the school be two-stories ends
up being much more environmentally sensitive by reducing the building’s

overall footprint, which worked well for
our design.”
Fortunately, the city of Winnipeg
owns and manages the land adjacent
to École Sage Creek, which will be used
for playfields, basketball courts and
green space, reducing some of the challenges—and costs—posed by the small
school site. Throughout the summer
and up until the new school year begins,
additional playground areas will be landscaped and contoured along the building for natural play, designed specific to
each age group.
Accessing the site during the spring
of 2016 also presented a challenge during
the construction phase as the movement
of heavy equipment to the school was
hampered by wet weather conditions.
An engineered solution was found with
a temporary road being built to the site,
which resulted in better performance
and allowed construction trades to
recoup some of the schedule losses.
Scheduling and the coordination
of the various sub-trades required in
the building of École Sage Creek was
an issue that needed considerable oversight and maintaining an efficient workflow throughout the construction process required several trades to be in the
same place at the same time. Bockstael
Construction Limited incorporated the
use of the Last Planner® System to help
address any potential issues.
“This system is part of the Lean
Construction framework that Bockstael
has made the core of its project delivery model and it is a methodology for

visual and collaborative planning with
the entire project team,” says Lisa Smith,
Project Manager at Bockstael Construction Limited. “The open dialogue created using the Last Planner® System has
resulted in a shared accountability for
the entire project team and enabled the
flow of work to continue around various
obstacles throughout the construction.”

A school for the future
The completion of École Sage Creek
represents a new standard for modern
school construction in Winnipeg and
across Manitoba while also promoting better educational outcomes and
opportunities for children.
“School divisions can often get stuck
in a pattern of building with what they
are accustomed to because—in the
end—education is a big ship to steer,”
says Legris. “But Louis Riel School Division felt strongly that the ship needed
to change course and École Sage Creek
represents that desire. This school will
help alter how we traditionally view the
schools in our neighbourhoods and
everyone involved is just really excited
to finally see the potential of École Sage
Creek come to fruition.”
“École Sage Creek is a template
that can be used throughout Louis Riel
School Division,” says Brothers. “If we
were thinking of building a new school
in Sage Creek—which we hope to do
within the next three to five years—we
would definitely take a look at École Sage
Creek’s design and use it as an example
for any future development.” 
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